
Supplementary table and figure legends 

 

 

Table S1.  Meta data for the mixed-tumor and melanoma cell panels.  A summary of response to 

AZD6244, BRAF/RAS and PI3K pathway mutation status and phospho-protein measurements for ERK 

and Akt are shown.  The mean standardized expression from each of the ‘MEK-functional activation’ 

and ‘compensatory-resistance’ transcriptome networks is also shown. 

 

Table S2.  Genotype and 'MEK-functional-activation' signature expression pre-v-post MEK inhibition 

for 32 cell lines. 

 

Table S3.  Probeset centric RMA normalized Affymetrix expression data is shown for the 180 

prioritized genes across the mixed-tumor and melanoma cell panels.  

 

Table S4. 180 genes were prioritized as markers of cell line response to AZD6244 following 

complementary statistical and biological filtering. Detail is given illustrating where genes showed 

consistent trends in the directionality of sub-cluster differential expression in both the mixed-tumor and 

melanoma cell panels, and in which panel the strongest relationship between expression and 

response was seen. Genes in each of the ‘MEK-functional activation’ and ‘compensatory-resistance’ 

transcriptome networks are illustrated, and the link to associated pathway biology (thorough presence 

in canonical or transcriptome pathway signatures, known protein interaction with the pathway or 

consistent expression) is shown.  Although most sensitivity was explained by the ‘MEK-functional 

activation’ and ‘compensatory-resistance’ signatures, the complexity of resistance was further 

illustrated by the identification of other smaller gene networks associating alternative mechanisms with 

resistance (Figure S10).  Literature characterization suggests an influence on MAPK signaling and 

dependency from a number of these mechanisms, including tumor necrosis factor (TNFa) and nuclear 

factor kappa (NFkB)1,2,3, transforming growth factor (TGFβ)4,5, interleukin (IL) 1/6 and MYC oncogene 
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(MYC)6, FGFR7 and JNK8, presenting interesting hypotheses for combining other targeted therapies 

with MEK inhibitors.  Also seen were inhibitors of ERK (for example PEA159,10) and multi-drug 

resistance molecules (ABCB1, ABCF1). 

 

Table S5: Primers and reaction mixtures used for FFPE melanoma tissue sample mutation analysis.  

BRAF mutation status was measured using ARMS (allele specific PCR), and run for 40 PCR cycles 

(95ºC for 10 mins then 40 cycles of 94ºC for 45 sec, 60ºC for 1 min, and 72ºC for 45 sec) in a real time 

PCR machine. 

 

Table S6.  Comparison of the number of genes selected through independent analysis of the cross-

tumour and melanoma data sets highlights the improved reproducibility gained through the approach 

taken to gene selection. 

 

Table S7.  The poor representation of pathways at the transcriptional level within protein-protein 

interaction based canonical pathways is highlighted when comparing the number of MEK-functional-

activation signature genes overlapping MEK pathways (presuming relevant) and compensatory-

resistance signature genes overlapping RAS/PI3K/RTK pathways.  Improved representation of 

transcriptional pathway signals is achieved through inclusion of broader gene sets annotated as 

interacting with the pathways or represented in transcriptional signatures relating to pathway 

perturbation (Document S1). 
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Figure S1: Points in the classical signaling pathway surrounding MEK at which oncogenic mutations 

are frequently seen in human tumors11 [CRC = colorectal cancer; NSCLC = non-small cell lung 

cancer]. 

 

Figure S2:  Potential mRNA markers of AZD6244 response-related pathway activity were selected 

based on consistent matches to a number of criteria.  Analysis was run independently for the mixed-

tumor and melanoma panel, with final results combined and genes reproducibly predictive in both 

panels prioritized. Points where methods and data sets were tailored to give a target or resistance 

pathway focus are indicated with an ‘*’. 

 

Figure S3: Two key approaches were found to enhance statistical interpretation of gene expression 

by capturing key patterns relevant to biological signaling: (a) The expression profile of DUSP6 clearly 

illustrates differentially low expression specific to a sub-set of resistant cell lines, as expected from a 

marker of drug target (MEK) activity – we aimed to avoid using statistical tests that assumed an 

absolute relationship between the expression of any one gene and sensitivity (e.g. t-tests or 

correlation) and took approaches to identify other genes displaying such sub-cluster differential 

expression; (b) The network illustrates a group of genes showing correlated expression across the 

cross-tumor cell panel, as expected if co-regulated and involved in (or markers of) the same biological 

mechanism. Highlighting indicates specific genes found overlapping published transcriptome 

signatures relating to specific pathway perturbations (labeled), highlighting a consistent relationship to 

MEK activity. 

 

Figure S4:  Mutational status of BRAF or RAS does not give absolute prediction of response, whether 

or not PTEN/PI3Kpathway genetic status is considered. 

 

Figure S5:  The plots highlight the higher distribution of sensitive cell lines in BRAF/RAS mutants, but 

also illustrated is the higher resistance where cell lines harbor PI3K pathway activating mutations.  

PI3K pathway mutational status summarizes mutations and deletions/amplifications in PTEN, PI3K 

and AKT for the mixed-tumor panel, and PTEN only for the melanoma panel.  This distribution 
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suggests mutational activation of PI3K signaling can drive resistance in BRAF/Ras mutant cell lines, 

with most response to AZD6244 where BRAF/Ras are mutationally activated and the PTEN/PI3K 

pathway is wild-type.  Interestingly, homo/heterozygosity and specific codon and residue changes, 

particularly amongst RAS mutations, also appear to exert a varying influence on sensitivity; however 

cell numbers were insufficient to prove statistical significance.  

 

Figure S6. Total and phospho-ERK (p-ERK) proteins were measured to assess the activity of MEK 

and its downstream signaling pathway (densitometry was used to quantify protein expression levels 

relative to Histone H3 expression and background). Little statistical significance was seen correlating 

individual proteins to response in either (a) the cross-tumor panel or (b) the melanoma panel.  We 

found a combination of high p-ERK and low p-Akt most informative, particularly in the melanoma panel 

where a subset of sensitive cell lines is clearly separated (circled).  Coloring by AZD6244 sensitivity 

and shaping by mutation status highlights a trend for higher p-ERK to p-AKT ratio where RAF/RAS are 

mutationally activated coupled with absence of PI3K pathway activating mutations. 

 

Figure S7: Genes prioritized in the ‘MEK-functional-activation’ (a) and ‘compensatory-resistance’ (b) 

transcriptome networks are visualized here in IPA (Ingenuity® Systems; www.ingenuity.com).  Each 

node represents a gene (red fill = higher expression in AZD6244 sensitive, green fill = higher in 

resistant) with each edge representing a known biological interaction (IPA or text mining).  Uncolored 

genes show biological interactions with consistent directionality to genes in the networks but are not 

differentially expressed, with broken coloring where differential expression was seen but not correlated 

to the core network.  Circled nodes represent those overlapping enriched biology - RAF/MEK/ERK 

(blue line coloring) biological overlay is seen exclusively in the ‘MEK-functional-activation’ signature, 

whereas RAS (green), PTEN/PI3K (orange) and RTK (pink) signaling is represented in both; overlay of 

TGF (turquoise), DNA repair (yellow) and IL/NFkB (purple) signaling is exclusive to ‘compensatory-

resistance.’ 

 

Figure S8:  

a) Plots are colored and shaped by mutation status where black = BRAF, gray = RAS, star = PI3K 

pathway (covering mutations and deletions / amplifications in PTEN, PI3K and AKT, circle if 



unknown) and white or square = WT. The ‘MEK-functional-activation’ signature (i) clearly shows 

low expression exclusive to a resistant cell line subset [as expected from a true marker of drug 

target (MEK) activity], and also selects for BRAF activating mutations, as expected from a true 

marker of target activity.  High expression of the ‘compensatory-resistance’ signature (ii) is 

limited to a resistant cell line subset, and does not correlate to RAS or PI3K pathway activating 

mutations.  Both signatures appear to differentiate some sensitive from resistant RAS mutant 

cell lines. 

b)  The pattern of low ‘MEK-functional-activation’ signature expression exclusive to a resistant cell 

line subset is reproduced in an independent colon cell panel data set.  Notably the signature 

also selects for BRAF mutant colon cell lines where MEK activity is known to be high. 

c) This pattern is also reproduced using a differing gene expression platform (Agilent) in an 

independent breast cell panel data set.  Notably the signature also correlates to the 

basal/mesenchymal/normal disease sub-type where MEK activity is thought to be highest. 

 

Figure S9: (a) Cell lines with mutational activation of MEK pathway (RAF/RAS) show high MEK 

signature expression.  No correlation is seen to PI3K pathway activating mutations.  (b) Expression of 

the ‘compensatory-resistance’ resistance signature shows no relationship to PI3K pathway activating 

mutations, nor is there an obvious correlation to RAS mutations. 

 

Figure S10. Three key mechanisms were identified as critical for inclusion when modeling target 

addiction and drug response for AZD6244: 

1. Activity of the target (MEK functional output) 

2. Dependence on the target (absence of compensatory signaling, here predominantly RAS-

mediated, or prognostic markers relevant to target tumors) 

3. Absence of mechanisms by which drug activity would be inhibited (drug efflux) 

Markers covering each of these criteria were included in within the 180 genes prioritized. 

 

Figure S11:  Strong agreement was seen when mRNA expression of predictive markers was 

confirmed by RT-PCR as shown here for DUSP6, but this did not always translate at the protein level 

suggesting that, in this case, mRNA may be a more stable marker of response. 



 

Figure S12. Pathway transcriptome network expression can be used alongside cell line genotyping to 

select models most appropriate for testing rational targeted drug combinations.  Here, for example, 

A2058 shows resistance to AZD6244, but displays high expression of the ‘MEK-functional-activation’ 

signature, suggesting high target pathway activity.  Resistance is therefore likely driven through 

compensatory signaling, and known deletion of PTEN in this cell line implicated the PI3K pathway.  

Strong synergy was then seen when AZD6244 was combined with a PI3K/TOR inhibitor. 


